
Brandon Franklin 
Game Designer                                                                             

 

Experience    
SYSTEMS DESIGNER, Microsoft | ‘19 – Present 

 Balanced and designed systems for the in-game 

economy, enemies, and combat 
 

 Designed new mobs, creatures, and gameplay 

scenarios with the Minecraft IP 
 

 Created handcrafted content that highlights 

systemic gameplay 

TECHNICAL GAME DESIGNER, Vrainium | ‘18 – ‘19    

 Designed and lead the implementation of a natural 

language NPC 
 

 Worked cross discipline to create the desired 

player outcomes in VR escape room experiences 
 

 

UX TESTER, Bethesda Game Studios | ‘17 – ‘18    

 Gave feedback on player experience, pacing, and 

system balance 
 

 Gave early feedback for Doom VFR and Fallout VR 
 

 Worked with a large team to facilitate quick and 

effective changes to in development games 

GAME DESIGNER, Third Shift Games | ‘16 – ‘17    

 Designed and implemented a need based open 

world NPC system 
 

 Implemented NPCs and scripted player reactivity 
 

 Planned the pacing of an open world, investigation 

game with three distinct zones

Skills  
DESIGN    

▪ Designing dynamic systems such as an AI system motivated by needs and goals    

▪ Balancing economic and combat systems in highly systems driven, open world games 

▪ Iterating on gameplay and levels to give consistent feedback for improving the game’s pacing 

▪ Laying out quests, storylines, dialogue drafts, and scripting implementation 

▪ Writing and maintaining both technical and design focused documentation 

TECHNICAL    

▪ Implemented reactive content using C#, Lua, Python, and Papyrus 

▪ Experience working with Unreal Engine 4, Unity, Bedrock Engine, & Creation Kit 

ADDITIONAL SKILLS    

▪ Wrote several published articles on game design patterns & player engagement 

▪ Art pipeline experience using 3DS Max, Maya, Photoshop, Quixel Suite, and PBR pipelines  

▪ Developed experiences with HTC Vive, Windows Mixed Reality, AR Kit, & AR Core 

Education 
BFA in Computer Game Design, 

        George Mason University 

    Seattle, WA | Location 
757 - 646 - 6195 | Phone   

https://brandonfranklin.design/ | Portfolio 
BrandonFranklinDesign@outlook.com | Email 
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